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Content Note 
 
The views expressed in this report are not necessarily those of Family and Children’s Services       (FACS) 

Niagara or The Ontario Ministry of Child and Youth Services. 

Honouring 
 
We honour and remember those little First Nations, Métis and Inuit children who did not make it home 
from Residential Schools, Foster Care or became Crown Wards of the State without ever knowing who 
they were, where they were from or who their people were/are.  It is because of you we work so hard to 
ensure these practices cease, to ensure that never again shall our children be ripped from our hearts, 
arms and sides.  We honour the ancestors and Elders of the rich diversity of First Nations, Inuit and 
Métis peoples in Canada who give us the strength, wisdom and perseverance needed to make Canada’s 
world fit for Aboriginal children and youth.   
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This report, as well as additional information on Aboriginal children can be found on our website:  
www.ncnw.net 

 
Our Mission 

 The Niagara Chapter - Native Women Inc. is a non-profit charitable organization that is wholly owned 
and operated by Native Women and became officially incorporated in 1983. N.C.N.W. encourages 
Native Women to become active participants in society and developing our own programs, services and 
projects, while remembering and honoring our unique cultural and spiritual beliefs. 

 

http://www.ncnw.net/
http://www.ncnw.net/
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                                The Giving of Thanks 

Whenever the Haudenosaunee gather together, thanks is given to the Creator for all the gifts and 

understanding that we enjoy. Returning thanks to the Creator is expressed in the opening address to 

social dances, council meetings, and annual ceremonies.  

From the Earth to beyond the skies the Haudenosaunee thank the Creator with a united mind.  

 

The People, who meet in health 

The Earth, our Mother, who supports the people 

The Grasses, our Medicines, which grow on the earth 

The Waters, the Springs, Rivers and Lakes that nourish the Plants and the People 

The Tress, especially the Maple which provides the sweet syrup 

The Three Sisters, the Spirit of the Corn, Bean, and the Squash, food for our People 

The hanging Fruit, especially the Strawberry that benefit’s the People 

The Animals, our winged brothers, who sing to the Creator 

The Air, especially the winds which allow us to breathe 

The Thunders, our Grandparents, who bring the rains that refresh the land and the  

Plants 

The Sky, which arches over our heads 

The sun, our Elder Brother, who warms the earth and provides light 

The Moon, our Grandmother, who guides the People at night and the months 

The Stars, provide direction at night 

The Four Beings, the Creator’s helpers 

The Creator and the home beyond the sky dome.  

 

In this way the Haudenosaunee always remind themselves of their position in the universe and of the 

interdependence of all the gifts of the Creator. Whenever even two people gather, thanksgiving to the 

Creator is the first order of business.  
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Preface:    Wendy Sturgeon 
 
This report documents some of the background and how the Aboriginal Child Advocate 
program that was undertaken by Niagara Chapter- Native Women Inc. (NCNW) at the request 
of Aboriginal community members came to fruition.  In the fall of 2006, Ontario’s Auditor 
General released his first-ever value-for-money audit of four of the province’s 53 Children’s Aid 
Societies, complete with 20 Recommendations.  There were changes to the Ontario Child and 
Family Services Act which Children’s Aid Societies followed up with a new “Transformation 
Agenda”.  The following is from a Press Release April 4, 2007   
 
“The Transformation Agenda is a massive change in child welfare service delivery supported 
throughout the children’s service system in Ontario.  Major changes are being implemented 
beginning in April 2007 in the areas of differential response, ( a more child-family-centered 
approach: the right service at the right time) better permanency planning (including kinship and 
foster care, adoption, custody arrangements), and the alternatives to court processes 
(mediation, talking circles). This approach will be supported by research, information systems 
and an outcomes approach to accountability. The Transformation Agenda also includes special 
Aboriginal provisions for First Nations children to be served by their own communities”. 
 

-   Ont. Assoc. of Children’s Aid Societies  
 
Niagara Native Restorative Circle, a newly formed group in 2005, had been voluntarily working 
with FACS Niagara and had devised a 24 hr. “on call” pager project which FACS Niagara funded.  
This pager ensured that an Aboriginal community member, a volunteer, could be reached by a 
FACS Niagara staff if needed.  The idea was try to avoid Aboriginal children from going into care 
by having a community member help place them temporarily with family or see if they could 
mediate a resolved outcome.  The volunteers were stretched thin as many had full time 
employment.  At this time, Niagara Chapter-Native Women Inc. along with other native 
organizations was invited by FACS Niagara to attend the first of several meetings that 
concluded in the formation of an Aboriginal Advisory Group to the FACS Niagara organization.  
FACS Niagara had been open and supportive to all ideas brought by the Niagara Native 
Restorative Circle and now followed up on recommendations to create a joint Advisory group.  
When community members, approached Niagara Chapter-Native Women Inc. to become 
involved in a partnership, it was with FACS Niagara and the Niagara Native Restorative Circle.   
 
It was almost a full year of proposal writing, planning and administrative work in partnership 
with FACS Niagara but with funding irregularities due to Cabinet shuffles and other internal 
issues on the part of the Ministry of Child and Youth Services.  In the end of fiscal 2009 we 
secure a small amount of funds that had to be utilized within a few weeks.  Determined to get 
the project going, we hired two staff who both hit the ground running in terms of developing 
the project.  Catherine Moses and Jill Shimizu and we owe a huge thank you to both of these 
workers who gave so much to this project.   There was no contract for ongoing funding for the 
following year.  When Lynda Filbert and I kept going to the Ministry for word, we were met with 
stall after stall until finally, we got the word to continue and funds began to flow.  In July 2009 
we were able to hire our current Aboriginal Child Advocate, Marie Jones. 
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Marie Jones is a Mohawk Woman, Turtle Clan who comes from a long line of Longhouse 
people.  Her personal bundle or “tool kit” of Indigenous Knowledge is vast and helpful in many 
situations.  She also carries a Diploma in Aboriginal Social Service Work from First Nations 
Technical Institute and is a trained Aboriginal Life Skills Coach.  Even prior to coming to the 
position, Marie had offered kinship care and assisted with providing cultural workshops for 
front line workers at FACS Niagara.  She is also part of the Niagara Native Restorative Circle and 
had been on “Pager” duty frequently. 
 
Ms. Jones did not get to take participants right away as we still had to finalize our Terms of 
Reference with FACS and the contract negotiations with the Ministry.   Having said that, during 
the eight months (Aug.’09 – Mar.’10), Marie worked with 68 Aboriginal children  who were in 
contact with FACS Niagara, 46 more than the 22 that were reported to us in Feb. 2009. We have 
not yet figured out why the discrepancy, but believe it has to do with record keeping.  In some 
cases children were identified as Status and some cases not.  In some cases it was never asked.  
Many of Ms. Jones’ referrals came from community members and Native workers who knew 
the children were involved with FACS Niagara.  Once the system got online for FACS worker 
referrals they also started flowing.  The advantage of having someone who knows the local 
community knows many of the families on and off the nearby reserves can not be understated.  
This is a huge factor to the success of this program as Ms. Jones could track down family 
members and even knew if a child should have their status and didn’t . 
 
If anything about the “administrative aspect” of this program could possibly be improved, it 
would only be that the amount of bureaucracy involved at the Ministry level was 
overwhelmingly with announcements of funding being delayed so as to create undue stress 
amongst workers and service delivery personnel. Of services provided to approx. 2850 children 
by FACS Niagara, (29 Apr. –July 2010 Annual Report) those identified as Aboriginal….3.4% which 
is 97 children. 
 
We hope this report functions as a “road map” pointing the reader to ask more questions and 
engage in additional discussions. We are on the road to wellness, to “Re-Balance” and this is 
part of the journey.  It has been an honor to be involved with Aboriginal Child Welfare and in 
this capacity to be forging new relationships and breaking new ground for the future. 
 

-  Wendy Sturgeon 
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Forward  - Cindy Blackstock 
 
 
“Thanks for sending this important document and I am pleased to offer the following 

reflections on Aboriginal child welfare... 

There is no national child welfare data system, which is a real problem when trying to tabulate 
important figures like the exact number of children in care or families served by child welfare.  
We estimate that there are 27,000 FN children out of the 90,000 in care on any given day and 
this is a very conservative estimate.  Overall the Auditor General of Canada estimates that First 
Nations children are 6-8 times more likely to be in child welfare care than other children.  First 
Nations children also compose the largest group of Aboriginal children in care. Our calculations 
in the Wen:de reports found that over 10 percent of status Indian children were in care in three 
sample provinces in May of 2005 as compared to just over 3 percent of Métis children and less 
than one percent of Non-Aboriginal children.  The over-representation is not attributed to 
abuse but rather to neglect fuelled by poverty, poor housing and substance misuse.  The good 
news is that all of these causal problems can be addressed, the bad news is that Indian Affairs 
provides inadequate resources to do so on reserves and very few child welfare agencies target 
these risks off reserve. Instead of dealing with the source problems, child welfare typically 
codifies neglect as a parental deficit resulting in numerous referrals to parenting skills. 
Parenting skills are important but will not be as effective unless basic needs are met and 
substance misuse addressed. 
 
Patterns like the one you describe where there is an under-detection of Aboriginal children in 
care is a systemic problem.  The lack of national data leaves many of us guessing at the rates at 
which Aboriginal children and families access the system.  I think your estimate of 50K is low 
given that First Nations children in other regions come into care at higher rates than you are 
reporting and only a small percentage of families who come to the attention of the system have 
their children removed. 
 
Canada is currently before the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal on allegations it discriminates 
against First Nations children on reserves by providing less child welfare benefit than other 
children receive - see www.fnwitness.ca 
 
Everyone can help by participating in our “I am a witness campaign” for the Canadian Human 
Rights Tribunal on First Nations Child Welfare. The campaign invites people of all ages and 
organizations to sign on to witness the tribunal for free. What being a witness means is that you 
agree to follow the tribunal on the web, media or coming in person and then, after listening to 
both sides, you make up your own mind about whether or not the Canadian Government is 
treating First Nations children fairly.  Go to www.fnwitness.ca to sign up - takes under 2 
minutes, is free and really does help make a difference! 
 
Thanks and good luck,   Cindy Blackstock 
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Forward – Lynda Filbert 

Our recognition of the vibrancy of the First Nations people is an important component of our 

commitment o the Niagara community. 

 

The initiative represented by the Niagara Chapter of Native Women represents a strong beginning in the 

provision of a comprehensive and thorough child welfare response to Niagara's First Nations people. 

 

As we move forward to strengthen the circle of care for our children, we will seek greater opportunities 

to advance the contributions rendered by the Niagara Chapter of Native Women to the children of 

Niagara. 

 

The partnership between the Niagara Chapter of Native Women and Family and Children's Services 

Niagara is a testament to our mutual commitment to the inherent rights and integrity of First Nations 

people. 

Lynda Filbert 

Director of Child Welfare 

FACS Niagara 
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Niagara Chapter-Native Women, Aboriginal Child Advocate 2009/2010 Report                                                                                                                                                                                 

Local Historical Context 

The first Aboriginal Child Welfare was the residential schools.  In 1857 the Gradual 

Civilization Act was passed to assimilate Indians. By 1948 there were 72 residential schools 

with 9,368 students.  The last school closed in 1996, it is estimated that more than 100,000 

Aboriginal children attended.  There was over a century of legally sanctioned government 

assimilation, segregation and integration. 

Native children grew up without their Native heritage and many were abused.  That abuse 

and isolation had a profound effect on our people, our communities, and the children that 

followed.  Our children returned from these schools and started families but did not know 

how to parent or love appropriately, hence, intergenerational survivors were produced.  

Many passed that abuse and dysfunction on to their own families and history repeated itself.  

Today many Aboriginal people are finding our way back home.  People are healing and 

moving forward.  We are embracing our culture, finding out who we are as original people of 

this land, learning our languages, becoming magnificent artists, getting educated and 

reaching our full potential. However, there are still many that remain lost. 

One of the first organizations in the Niagara Region to address the cultural needs of 

Aboriginal children in care with the local Children’s Aid Society, (CAS) was the Niagara 

Native Children’s Support Group.  This was approximately the late 1970’s, into the 1980’s 

and early 1990’s. This group operated a program for approximately 18 years.  A gentleman 

(Jim DeRoy) and his wife adopted two Cree boys and started this group so the children 

would continue to be connected to their heritage.  The children who participated in this 

group were Native children that were in non-Native foster homes or Native children that 

were adopted into non-Native families.  Once a month the group would gather and share 

food, explore the arts by learning a cultural craft, experience oral traditional teachings with a 

carrier of Indigenous knowledge, go for a hike or go bowling.  Annually they would go to 

Trent University to participate in a Youth & Elders event.  The children where able to go to 

camps that they would never have been exposed to without the support of the Native 

Support Group.  The group operated on a volunteer basis and was able to run a small Charity 

Bingo in Fort Erie to help fund activities.  This critical component was led by Joan Barton, a 

Mohawk woman from Six Nations, who had also adopted native children into her family and 

was a founding member of the Niagara Chapter- Native Women Inc.  (N.C.N.W.)  
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Consequently, the chapter also took an interest in the group as well lending support, they 

helped with activities and contributing donations when possible.  The group’s activities 

started waning off in the late 80’s into the early 90’s when Jim DeRoy retired and Charity 

Bingo funds also started dropping off.  Eventually the group just dissolved. 

The lull in planned, cultural activities for Native children in care with the local CAS lasted 

roughly another 18 years.  In 2007 in response to the changes in the Ontario Child and 

Family Services Act, Native community members came together with Family and Children’s 

Services Niagara (FACS) in early 2007 to plan and create programs to assure that Child 

Protection Procedures in Niagara included consultation with First Nations Communities.  

From these discussions, new relationships, programs, important dialogue and future 

partnerships were created, such as The Niagara Native Restorative Circle Pager Pilot Project 

2007/2008 and in 2009, the Aboriginal Community Support Facilitator Initiative also known 

as the Aboriginal Child Advocate Initiative was started through a Service contract with 

Niagara Chapter- Native Women Inc., with funding support from the Ministry of Child and 

youth Services.  In addition, the Niagara Aboriginal Community meets with FACS Niagara 

via the Aboriginal Advisory Committee of FACS.  This body assists the organization in 

understanding cultural aspects and political movements within the community and provides 

a forum for discussion of important issues, legal and other wise.  Membership includes local 

Friendship Centers; Native Community based organizations, local chapter of Ontario Native 

Women’s Association, Niagara Native Restorative Circle, First Nations band reps., child 

protection workers, FACS supervisors, legal department reps.  and Administrators.  

 

The Aboriginal Community Support Facilitator Initiative, AKA Aboriginal Child Advocate, is 

intended to provide supports to First Nations, Métis, Inuit, and Aboriginal families who 

identify themselves to FACS Niagara and who wish to receive extra supports. The advocate 

is not a child protection worker and is working towards the following: 
 

Service Objectives: 

The role of the Aboriginal Child Advocate is to assist in the provision of culturally 

appropriate child protection services to First Nations persons who come into contact 

FACS Niagara.  

1. To  increase the number of First Nations placement options i.e., Kinship, Customary 

Care and Native Foster homes;  

2. To provide educational leadership to child protection staff on increased cultural 

awareness of Aboriginal heritage and enhance the delivery of culturally appropriate 

child protection services; 

3. To promote collaboration and connection for native children and youth who are in the 

care of FACS Niagara with the Aboriginal communities. 
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Outcomes by Service Objective 

1.  To increase the number of First Nations placement options i.e.  Kinship, Customary 

Care and Native Foster Homes 

 

Two community wide information sessions to recruit for Native foster homes were held at 

either end of the Niagara Region, one in Grimsby and one in Niagara Falls.  While both were 

widely advertised, turn out was modest. 

November 12, 2010  -  13 participants and  November 26, 2010  -  10 participants  

Results were that two new Kinship homes were opened, one Native, one non-Native.  One 

couple signed up for the Foster Care PRIDE training but later changed their minds. Others 

verbally committed but did not follow through. 

Barriers that were identified by attendees to becoming Foster parents were: 

 “I don’t know if I can give them back” 

 Application process is very invasive and regimented  

 Financial situation is unfavorable 

 “Don’t want FACS in my personal business” 

 Is a caregiver with another agency and not allowed to work for two different agencies 

 Health issues that create concerns for the workers 

 Mental Health or documented addictions history 

 Lacks “Indian Status” therefore not a Native Foster Home 

 Mainstream perception there is not enough space in the home, renovations would be 

required and FACS doesn’t pay for that 

 One of the partners has a criminal record 

 Has a history with FACS Niagara  

 “They had their mind made up before they came here, racism” 

 Fear of the worker judging and the family becoming a client 

 Not reaching the Native/ Aboriginal population 

 Unable to qualify for legal aid, and lack legal representation 

 

Native Organizations in the Niagara Region with a membership base to pull from: 

Niagara Regional Native Centre (NRNC), Fort Erie Native Friendship Centre (FENFC) 

Niagara Chapter- Native Women Inc. (NCNW), Métis Nation Ontario (MNO) 

Niagara Native Restorative Circle (NNRC) 

While every effort was made to recruit from these organizations, most workers are 

stretched too thin as it is, and already do ample volunteer work in their communities. 
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According to stats Canada the Native population in the Niagara Region is 6,650. There are 

different reasons why Aboriginal people do not respond to the census.  It is estimated the 

true Native population in Niagara is closer to 9,000.  A number of Aboriginal people are 

homeless, in jail, or simply refuse to participate.   

Based on the Native population and the memberships of the Native organizations in the 

Niagara Region, the Aboriginal Child Advocate (ACA) is only reaching 1.5 percent of the 

Native population.  Therefore it is challenging to recruit the Native community to open their 

homes for fostering.   The ACA has not yet had the opportunity to address the Métis 

organization which has the largest membership in Niagara; however, it is on the roster for 

the upcoming year as a priority. In addition to group recruitment, information was available 

at events such as workshops, pow wows, university events, Native organization Annual 

General Meetings, etc.  and the ACA engaged in ongoing recruitment on an individual level 

whenever possible.                                                                                                      

2.   Provide educational leadership to child protection staff on increased cultural 

awareness of Aboriginal heritage and enhance the delivery of culturally appropriate 

child protection services. 

 

Group Training:  February 19, 2010 

Aboriginal Child Advocate was able to contribute and participate in a consultation with the Ministry 

of Child and Youth Services on Aboriginal Child Welfare issues at a gathering in Thunder Bay.  
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 1)   On February 24, 2010 cultural training was provided to twenty (20) FACS Niagara staff 

at a full day workshop event planned for this purpose.  Frontline workers were able to 

experience hands-on how culture impacts the Native communities.  The facilitator was a 

Native man adopted into a non-Native family and shared how he always remained outside 

the family circle.  He continually strived to find ways to be part of that circle, by being an 

overachiever, and attempting to be someone other than who was.  He never really knew who 

he was.  The family provided for him, loved him, accepted him as their child, but there was 

always something missing.  He found his roots and embraced his heritage.  The impact of this 

training was very positive; tears were shared and workers left with a much better 

understanding of historical trauma and the effects of being Native and raised in a non-Native 

family. 

2)   March 20, 2010   Social Justice Forum Brock University 2010.   Aboriginal Children in 

Care of Children’s Aid Societies.  Fact Sharing-  The effect of colonialism on indigenous 

children. Particular to North America and Canada   Attended by 31 people including some 

FACS staff. 

3)   A sweat lodge was provided for FACS workers to attend and receive teachings.  Nov. 24 

4)   The Aboriginal Child Advocate also presented at various Supervisor/ Team meetings. 

5)   A session was planned by the ACA to have the Six Nations Alternative Dispute 

Resolution Family and Children’s Services team come in and give a presentation. 

6)   The ACA planned an Intake Review session with FACS Niagara and the Clan Mothers 

from Six Nations and Native community organizations serving Native Children and 

Families.  It was a mutually beneficial learning experience. 

7)  Internal Website:  FACS calls it Webby.  The ACA has a space on the internal website to 

post information.  The idea was to update this regularly with pertinent information that 

would help the frontline workers.  Such information could include: how to go about accessing 

status through various bands which is a constant issue or what is the meaning of a Talking 

Circle, or why are aunties and uncles so important in the Aboriginal culture. 

Individual Teachings:  One on one teachings are provided as needed and requested, and on an 

ongoing basis.  This has proven to be a very effective way of communicating with the 

frontline workers as they are more apt to ask questions, be receptive and feel comfortable 

once they get to know the ACA a bit.  A number of requests come via email or telephone; 

others drop into the advocate’s office which they have now come to know, has an open door 

policy.  One on one also happens in the moment, during a meeting, during a supervised visit 

or over coffee. 
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3.  Promote collaboration and connection for Native children and youth who are in the 

care of FACS Niagara with the Aboriginal communities. 
 

September 2, 2009 

Organized and participated in a meeting with the Six Nations Clan Mothers to create 

relationships with Native organizations off reserve. There was an opportunity to share 

information and define roles.  The Aboriginal Child Advocate (ACA) was asked be the runner 

for the Clan Mothers in the Niagara Region.   

October 10, 2009 a ceremony for Welcoming Babies was hosted at the Fort Erie Native 

Friendship Centre.  The A.C.A. brought two babies and six family members to participate in 

the ceremony.  The babies were honoured and introduced to creation and the community.  

All participants enjoyed a feast and parents were gifted with an engraved plaque to treasure 

honour the day. Parents were empowered with pride for being Native, and a sense of 

belonging to the community was reinforced. 

November 18, 2009 forty three people from New Outlooks and Beginnings, an Independent 

Living youth group from FACS, participated in an evening of traditional teachings.  Five of 

the participants were FACS staff.  Youth made a craft from leather; some engaged in a mock 

purification lodge, others received sacred fire teachings.  Oral history was demonstrated by 

way of a story about how the big dipper came to be.  Oral traditions are a historical way of 

sharing stories and a way to define roles and responsibilities.  These same stories have been 

passed down from generation to generation.  The A.C.A. connected with three Native youth 

from this event. FACS Workers gained knowledge and were more sensitized to assist with the 

Native children and families as well as the Native community in general. 

January 9, 2010 

The Aboriginal Child Advocate (ACA) organized a repatriation ceremony for two children 

and their parents who were returning to their territory of origin. Sixty five family and 

community members gathered to send this family, with roots in the community, off with a 

feast and honour song. 

On March 6, 2010 the ACA took five Native youth to the Fort Erie Native Friendship Centre 

Pow Wow.  They engaged in dancing, sampled traditional food, went to the sacred fire and 

all but one put sacred tobacco down and sent prayers.  They were able to purchase a craft 

item to remember the event.  One Native youth was introduced to family members and got 

to visit an uncle she had not seen for a very long time. 
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Traditional Medicine Walk (Spring/Summer)- A.C.A. took a family on a medicine walk to 

pick sacred medicine.  The family learned how to connect and be in harmony with creation.  

They were shown how to give thanks for the medicines that continue to be provided for us. 

How our spirit name defines us to the Creator. The importance of not picking the first 

medicines we see and were reminded of a deep connection that we have to mother earth. This 

form of knowledge is something that is passed down from generation to generation.  The 

family gained knowledge and skills of medicine plants that assisted them through a 

challenging time and now carry this knowledge in their bundle for future reference. 

Individual Teachings:  Once again, this is an incredible part of the service.  The one on one 

teachings that have been shared with Native children and family members have proven to be 

of extreme benefit.  As many of the participants engaged have little or no knowledge of their 

ancestral cultural ways, the sharing of each little bit of knowledge has been eaten up, 

digested and integrated into their beings.  They begin to show some pride and demonstrate a 

hunger to know more.  This is about regaining identity, wholeness and balance in life.  It is 

not a process that is complete in one session but is continuous and ongoing but once started 

can set a child on a positive course for their entire life.  These teachings bring them into a 

larger community family and nation, where healing takes place and spirits can begin mend 

and grow.  The inherit power, in knowing who you are, where you come from and where you 

belong is life-transforming.  Understanding the meaning of the ceremonies and cultural 

practices builds self esteem, nurtures spirits and clears a path to regain what has been lost, 

stolen, taken away or misplaced.  Such is the route we must take for these many Native 

children and families to find their way home.  For example: 

March 12, 2010 

Healing Circle Ceremony for a mother who has children in care and caring for a very sick child.  This 

was a first time experience for the mother who had been detached from her culture. There was a mini 

condolence ceremony also provided by a traditional woman from the community.  The outcome was 

the mother realized she is not alone and got re-grounded during a challenging time. 

 

Professional Staff Development attended by Aboriginal Child Advocate 

July 14, 2009 

A workshop presented by Ontario Native Women’s Association on Mobilizing the Healing 

Power of the Community.  This was an opportunity for communities to engage in solutions 

and strategies to assist the community to heal. 
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September 10, 2009 

Aboriginal Healing & Wellness program put on a Lateral Violence workshop for front line workers at 

the Fort Erie Native Friendship Centre (FENFC) that addressed the intergenerational effects of 

residential schools.  Participants learned how the assimilation process moved Aboriginal people in to 

the lateral violence mode and gained tools how to assist our communities in finding our way back 

home. 

October 19, 2009 

PRIDE Foster Parent Training -  at FACS. This is a ten week course. 

Finding our Way Home By Honouring Our Roots  OR   “Why So Much Individual Attention?” 

The initial meeting with the child, parent(s), grandparent(s) or extended family, whether it is 

at intake, a plan of care meeting, case management meeting, in the home, at FACS or 

advocating in the courtroom, referrals to the appropriate services are critical.  The outcome 

in mind while making referrals is to assist the family to gain or re-gain balance, by 

reconnecting or rebuilding relationships with family and communities.  This is accomplished 

in many ways; such as visiting a traditional healer.  The A.C.A. will attend the traditional 

healing appointment for emotional support before and after the session; provide 

transportation to the healing appointment and give a teaching about the traditional protocol 

for the specific appointment. This includes assisting with the preparation for the ceremony 

and providing sacred medicines or guiding the community member where they might gather 

the sacred items that may be required. 

The A.C.A. attends plan of care meetings, case management meetings, settlement 

conferences, educational development planning, and birth plans as requested FACS Niagara 

workers, community members, parent(s), and Aboriginal Service Organizations. 

The A.C.A. explains the healing process, prays for, or with the community members and 

extended family as requested.  Others ceremonies that have been presented are Traditional 

Feasts, Smudge Ceremonies, Honour Songs, Mini Condolence, Pipe Ceremony, Talking 

Circles, Purification Lodge, Moon Ceremony, Welcoming New Babies and Traditional 

Medicine Walks.  

Referrals are made to Traditional Counselors which includes spiritual guidance. Traditional 

Counseling may also include referrals to Aboriginal Health Centers out of the region if there 

are observations of severe post traumatic stress or other concerns where Native services are 

not available within the region. The original balance of First Nations people, as depicted 

earlier on the Healthy Medicine Wheel, is the spiritual, emotional, physical, and mental parts 
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of our being. To bring this awareness to FACS workers and families, the A.C.A. provides 

teachings about the Medicine Wheel and Traditional Protocol on how we are to live in 

harmony with our families, our communities, and the natural and spiritual worlds.  

Teachings about pre-contact and residential schools using oral tradition, helps provide 

insight and a context about how the intergenerational effects of assimilation and colonization 

continues to negatively affect our people today. 

 

“There needs to be the understanding that we are a civilization that has strong cultural 
practices that have been oppressed, and that our role and responsibly is to honour our roots by 

finding our way home.”  -   Marie Jones, Aboriginal Child Advocate 2010 
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Collateral Contacts 

Healthy relationship building within the community is the key to the 

Aboriginal Child Advocacy Program and helps determine its success.  

Building relationships and networking with the children, families, extended 

families, and the broader community is crucial to develop trust and build 

effective communication for the development of healing within the 

community.  These are organizations that the Aboriginal Child Advocate 

has developed relationships with. 

 Three Fires Diversion Program  

 Munsee Delaware Band Office 

 Six Nations Birthing Centre 

 Six Nations Social Services 

 Saugeen First Nations Band Rep 

 Dennis Morris High School 

 Queen Mary School 

 St. Catharines Collegiate 

 CAS Brant Native Services Branch 

 Bethlehem Place Transitional Housing 

 Abbey House Transitional Housing  

 YWCA Shelter 

 YWCA Transitional Housing 

 YWCA Subsidized Housing 

 Oonuhseh Native Housing 

 Ganagwaga Urban Native Housing 

 Ontario Works (OW) 

 Women’s Resource Centre 

 Niagara Chapter-Native Women Inc. (NCNW) 

 FACS Aboriginal Advisory Council 

 Southern Ontario Aboriginal Diabetes Initiative (SOADI) 

 Fort Erie Native Friendship Centre (FENFC) 

 Niagara Regional Native Centre (NRNC) 

 Six Nations Clan Mothers 

 Fort Erie Aboriginal Head Start (AHS) 

 Niagara College, Glendale Campus 

 Ray Pidzamecky Consulting 

 Jillian’s Place (Women’s Shelter) 

 Niagara Peninsula Aboriginal Area Management Board (NPAAMP) 

 Native Child and Family Services of Toronto 

 Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) 

 Niagara Native Development Network (NNDN) 
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                                                                                                                    Desired Outcome 

Medicine Wheel – Healthy Depiction 

Holistic is a term that includes all parts of our being which incorporates the physical, mental, 

emotional and spiritual needs of the individual, family and community.  All aspects are all connected, 

interrelated and each part depends on wellness to successfully make its way around the wheel.   This 

is a healthy wheel of what the Native people should be functioning with.  Compare this to the wheel 

of Profile of Aboriginal Children in Care of FACS Niagara and see the differences in how well they are 

doing or not doing. 
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A Profile of Many Aboriginal Children in Niagara                                                                Found Outcome 

The Life Cycle incorporates all members of the community.  Each person has a gift to bring 

and a role to play in their family, clan and community.  This wheel represents the 

dysfunction, when a child’s needs are not met, intergenerational trauma, history of traumatic 

and/or disruptive life events or experienced different abuses.  

Intergenerational trauma or multi-generational trauma happens when the effects of trauma 

are not resolved in one generation.  When trauma is ignored and there is no support for 

dealing with it, the trauma will be passed from one generation to the next.  What we learn to 

see as normal when we are children, we pass on to our own children.                                

“Above is a diagram that shows my observations of the intergenerational effects and 

unresolved grief of the families I have come into contact with.” – Aboriginal Child Advocate   
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Numbers of children, adults and families served by quarter year period during 

time of report. 

Q-1 The Advocate Child Advocate program report covers the time period of  

April 1, 2009 –March 31, 2011 Note: the first quarter was developmental and the 

position was filled July 9, 2009 Quarter-2 was  

program development and design phase. Community referrals started coming in the 

day the Advocate was hired.  

Q-1 The Advocate Child Advocate program report covers the time period of  

April 1, 2009 –March 31, 2011 Note: the first quarter was developmental and the 

position was filled July 9, 2009 Quarter-2 was  

program development and design phase. Community referrals started coming in the 

day the Advocate was hired.  

Q-1   

Q-2 In Care  

(Apprehended) 

 Out of Care   

(FACS contact ) 

 Community  

Referrals 

 

July               2009   Families 3 Families 9 Families 2 

August          2009 Children 0-16 6 Children 0-16 18 Children 0-16 3 

September    2009 16 + 0 16 +  16 +  

 Adults 3 Adults 5 Adults 2 

Q-3 In Care   Out of Care   Community 

Referrals 

 

October         2009 Families 14 Families 12 Families 5 

November     2009  Children 0-16 18 Children 0-16 19 Children 0-16 6 

December     2009 16 +   2 16 +   0 16 + 1 

 Adults 20 Adults 21 Adults  

Q-4 In Care  Out of Care   Community 

Referrals 

 

January         2010 Families 10 Families  Families 5 

February      2010 Children 0-16 2 Children 0-16  Children 0-16 7 

March           2010 16 +  16 +  16 +  

 Adults  Adults  Adults  

numbers do not include 

Foster /KinshipFamilies 
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Findings 

1. With over three hundred workers, four workers were consistent with updates and 

inclusion. 

2. At the end of the day they are still asking. Families do not understand what just 

happened. 

3. Still finding children in care that have been there and not referred. 

4. Systems capacity still needs work. 

5. The point person cannot continually change without the project being affected. 

6. Inexperienced workers and an unwillingness to learn. 

7. A lack of Aboriginal therapists and counsellors.  

8. Our children are not being followed; there is no way to measure success. 

9. There remains a lack of trust by the community as a whole. 

10. There is a lack of credibility within the community and Family and Children’s 

Services Niagara. 

11. Lack of Native foster care resources. 

12. Misinterpretations based on different world views and language barriers. 

13. Status and non-status misconceptions.  

14. Reaching only 1.5 percent of Native population. 

15. A positive working relationship with community partners. 

16. Need for flexibility. 

17. Parents sign forms they do not understand with out community worker present. 

18. There is no one to notify if the child is not eligible for status. 

19. Workers do not understand the importance of Elder/Healer. 

20. Workers do not recognise suggestions from someone who is not specialized in that 

area. 

21. Information changes with each case.  Same situation, different outcomes. 

22. Some workers do not want Native Centre Healthy Babies to go into homes because 

she is not a nurse. 

 

                                                    

-  Tom Porter 
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European Indigenous 

Talk to much/Talk first They keep silent 

Get in and get out approach Hand holding approach 

Human element is removed The child makes their own decisions and lives with the 

consequences   

Oppressive structure process in nature Very little eye contact, eye contact is thought to be  a 

sign of dominance 

Ask a lot of questions Are too indirect and inexplicit 

Talk about only things of interest Talk off topic 

Past defines the future/Predict future All people are important/Belief that people change 

Talk to people they don’t know   Only talk to close acquaintances 

The clock defines events Our way of keeping time is based on the natural cycle.  

We lose track of time 

Point fingers Will point with their chin or lips rather than with their 

hands 

If the conversation does not flow there is an 

uncomfortable silence 

Pauses when one person finishes speaking and the next 

starts to speak 

Words are misinterpreted  Words have different meanings, depends on the 

context 

Overcrowding or inadequate housing Adjusting, add a cup of water to the soup 

Success story It was the best of the worst 

Announce their departure Just leave without saying anything 

Don’t help people when they can Play down their own activities 

Get very excited when talking Use a flat tone of voice 

Man is the head of the family Grandmother is head of the family 

 

 

Everyone is a gift from the Creator. Tolerance for all people is highly valued because everyone has gifts.  Sharing-

we are expected to share our resources with others. Being greedy is not acceptable.  Children are taught when 

they are ready to learn.  This was determined by the grandparents, parents, aunties and uncles 
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                  Truth Telling          

From a mother with children in FACS Niagara  

 “The Aboriginal Advocate helped me to get in touch with programs that 

have helped me.  Many resources like the Three Fires Justice Program, 

cultural workshops, parenting classes, prenatal program, and connected me 

to support workers. 

Three Fires has helped me get another chance in society to prove myself a 

good person to myself, to my children, the society, and my native 

community to be able to change for a greater positive future. 

Cultural workshops have helped me to learn more about our people’s 

history since I don’t know much about our people’s ways.  It has helped 

my interest to grow more and more because I want to be able to tell my 

daughters about who our people are and all of our history as much as 

possible to learn and teach as much as I possibly can learn in that amount 

of time. 

Parenting classes and prenatal classes has helped me to learn and grow with 

and for my children.  I learned that my children’s health and happiness is 

very important.  I learned how to make baby food a healthy way and 

budget friendly and I had lots of support with everything I was concerned 

about and when I went to these classes it helped my girls and I get out and 

interacted with others. 

Support workers have helped my family in so many aspects such as 

supporting myself and family in court, involving us in programs at the 

centre and making it possible to be there.  The Native centre really helps us 

feel like part of the Native community which is great especially by 

advocating for me when I feel I can’t and I’m frustrated.  Our community 

truly need all of the services that are provided.” 

 L J 
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                                                                         Truth Telling    

        From parents who signed their infant over to FACS Niagara 

 

“At first we thought you were a FACS worker and that you only wanted to take our 

baby from us.  As we got to know you we understood that you were there to help us.  

You stood by us in court.  You explained things so we could understand.  That is 

why we agreed to give you our son.  You provided many services for us and I hope 

we do not get into trouble for not taking them all.” 

 

SM    

This story is from a woman who was adopted into a non-Native family 

during the 60’s scoop.  I did not work with her directly, but did work 

with the extended birth family. This is an example of intergenerational 

trauma and unresolved grief. 

My first memory was waking up one morning in the foster home.  I had been sleeping in 

a bunk bed and my younger sister was sleeping in a crib.  I remember seeing my birth 

mother.  I was in a big dark car.  I was looking out the back window at my mother 

waving goodbye to me.  She was standing on the doorstep of her house.  I waved 

goodbye back.  I had been to a few foster homes.  There was one particular good one.  

We lived with an “older” couple.  The man was a truck driver and the woman was the 

foster mother.  I became very attached to the man.  That was also the home that I was 

sick from pneumonia and became a mute.  The only thing I talked to was the family 

dog.  I had apparently been sick for a while and I also have memories of that too but, 

they are creepy memories.  There was another foster home that my sister and I had 

endured sheer terror of physical and emotional abuse.  We were often locked in a small 

cupboard underneath the stairs for punishment.  The foster family was heavy drinkers 

and often fought physically with each other.  I remember I didn’t sleep much when I 

lived there.  I was introduced to a lot of confusion and witnessed a lot of rage at that 

home.  The family had grown children who brought their kids to play with us.  They 

were nice kids but were beaten by their parents.  One afternoon, I witnessed a man 

throw his son down a flight of stairs.  I never saw that boy again.  I often woke up to a 

man with a moustache kneeled at the foot of my sister’s bed and putting the blankets 

down.  My sister was very, very young and I often took punishment for her. 
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60s scoop can’t………. 

I always thought I did not want to be a parent.  Throughout our life, my parents did their 

best to educate us on our people, history and culture.  We went to Pow Wows on Six Nations.  

We even saw a girl that looked just like my sister!  I did not hear the drum when I was with 

my mom and dad.  I heard it as a drum.  But, the heartbeat of the drum never occurred to 

me until later on in my life. 

I met my birth mother when I was 22.  I had been in college for a few years and still hadn’t 

decided what I was to do for a career.  My sister and I went to the Niagara Regional Native 

Center to a workshop on family violence.  I went into the bathroom and noticed a young 

girl playing with the water taps.  I thought to myself how interesting.  When I was that 

age, I was constantly told to “stop playing with the water.”  Sure enough, a woman walks 

in as me and the little girl is loudly engaged in water play at the taps and orders the little 

girl back to the table.  I apologized for not helping in the situation.  Later on in the 

workshop one of the elders came to my sister and me, and after some conversation 

discovered the woman that chased me and the little girl away from the water taps was my 

birth mother!  The relationship was good in the beginning but, became very strained as my 

childhood memories came back.  The emotions returned and so did the questions.  My birth 

mother was unprepared for my reaction to meeting her.  So was I.  I met my sisters, nieces, 

nephews and cousins.  It’s been tough to get to know them and understand them.  I know I 

don’t belong in their “family.”  I basically grew up my whole life feeling like I didn’t belong 

anywhere.  I never really had a home.  I never truly felt accepted even as a daughter to Mr. 

and Mrs. ****.  I didn’t understand love either.  I have been involved in about four 

relationships.  My fear of abandonment has crippled me sometimes and interfered in my 

relationships with men.  I was considered “high maintenance” and “clingy.”  Being by 

myself and feeling alone was something that really scared me.  I didn’t trust people.  I 

especially didn’t trust any of my boyfriends.  I always thought they were with me for the 

time being and as soon as someone better came along, they would leave me. 

One day, I had to take responsibility for my young niece.  I was working at my first 

community health nursing job.  I had my niece, who was four at the time for three months 

while my sister recuperated from an illness.  I enjoyed being a parent and felt good about 

being responsible.  Parenting was not taught to me by my parents or grandparents.  I had no 

idea how to budget or even appreciate money.  I got behind on my bills and cleaning.  But, 

parenting my niece was something I really enjoyed. I am now the proud mother of two 

wonderful children.  I’ve also had my experiences with Children’s Aid. .  I do not consider my 

involvement with FACS a positive one even though my experience has been a very brief one. 
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60s Scoop cont……….. 

 

I am not a good housekeeper nor, am I organized.  My father suspects I have Fetal 

Alcohol Effects.  Has being involved with Children’s Aid been a good experience for 

me?  Sometimes, I wonder how I would have turned out if I didn’t have the parents 

I got.  I know for sure, I would not have even graduated high school.  In fact, I 

doubt my own survival if it hadn’t been for my adopted parents.  I can’t get over the 

fact that I believe that I was never wanted in the first place and I know that I am 

disposable.  The Children’s Aid Society ensured that I, as an aboriginal child grew up 

feeling worthless and invisible.  I grew up with a very low self esteem.  My adopted 

parents never had the ability to understand or change that and in fact added to it.  

The Children’s Aid Society can never take credit for stopping the cycle of violence 

and abuse in my birth family.  I as a parent never beat my children.  In fact, I refuse 

to even put my hands on my children for discipline.  I chose to break the cycle on my 

own and I’ve worked hard to make sure I do not raise my children the way all my 

parents raised me. 

I do not know my language or my people.  I do not know how to behave and act in 

the long house or sweat lodge.  I do not know how to even ask questions about my 

past or how to be involved in my culture.  I have little hope that humanity does or 

will ever accept me as an adopted person.  Even thinking of this whole topic is 

depressing.  Reliving the trauma of constant rejection and fear of rejection is heart-

breaking to me.  I will always be that four year old child who wonders “what is so 

wrong with me that no one wants me?” 

 

My birth mother continued to try and raise children, but she was unable to and I 

now have family again being raised by Children’s Aid. 

      F.S. 

                           

          

 
 
 

Our people believe that 

children are gifts from the 

Creator and we do not own 

them, we are caretakers as 

long as they need us. 
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                                                                                                                    Truth Telling 

History Repeats Itself 

I was born in Toronto and weighed in at 5lbs 21/2 oz.  By the age of three I was 

crown ward with no access. At the age of five my final adoption papers were signed.  

When I was ten my adopted home sent me back to CAS.  I was accused of initiating 

sexual play with my adopted brother who was ten years older than me. 

There were psychological assessments done and in 1990 I was readmitted to CAS and 

placed in a treatment home for aged children.  Six months later I was made a crown 

ward again.  A short time later my brother admitted sexual involvement, there was 

an investigation but he later denied it and there were no charges laid. 

I was diagnosed with a learning disability and struggled with fear of rejection.  There 

was a lot of time spent on art therapy and therapeutic horseback riding.  I carried on 

through life with my adopted name and was not informed I was Native.  My status 

was confirmed when I met my birth mother in 1992.  A year later I was able to leave 

a residential treatment home and moved to a regular foster home and got regular 

therapy from Native Child and Family Services.  One year later I had to move from 

the foster home to a CAS admission and assessment home.  I held a knife to the 

foster mother, started stealing and running away.  I was placed in a group home for 

two weeks and than moved to another group home where I stayed for one year. I 

became defiant and learned to manipulate. 

November 1995 at the age of fifteen I was placed with a family and ran away.  In 

1996 they found me in Hamilton and placed me back at a facility for run aways. Six 

months later they moved me to another group home specializing with run aways. In 

February 1996 I was placed in yet another group facility and finally in April 1996 I 

was placed at Port’s End Youth Facility. 

In January of 1997 I visited my other adopted brother, five months later a routine 

psychological exam was done; they believed that with my limited intellectual ability 

this would impact my judgment and social functioning.  That I suffered from an 

attachment disorder and was vulnerable to exploitation, victimization and abuse.  

On October 1999, I was discharged from CAS.  I had been in twelve different homes; 

the family that adopted me gave me back.  I was a crown ward not once but twice.   

History was repeating itself and my children were now taken from me.  I entered 

into an unhealthy relationship that failed and had two children that I lost to CAS. 

There was another failed relationship, and another child; he was also taken away 

from me 
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History Repeats Itself Con’t…………. 

I am now taking charge of my life and understand how being raised in 12 different 

homes, being abused and not having a positive role model had defined my life.  I am 

fighting to get my children back.  

 

  

   

 

 

 

Legends of Our People’s Stories 

Inconceivable Survival            27 year old male 

I was apprehended at age three or four by Family and Children’s Services Niagara.  I 

was placed in foster care with numerous families. While in these foster homes I was 

subjected to both physical and sexual abuse.   

When it was time for visits with my mom I was unable to attend because my mother 

was non-compliant. 

There were many institutions that I was sent to be analyzed, assessed, consulted 

about, researched about including Boys and Girls Club, Niagara Children and Parent 

Resource Institute in London, Regional Adolescence Centre, and Child Development 

Centre.  I was admitted to the St. Catharines General Hospital, Norris Wing on 

many occasions because of being placed with multiple families while in care. 

 “Time heals what 

reason cannot” 

 

Pueblo elder 
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When I was ten years old, Family and Children’s Services Niagara informed me that 

my visit was cancelled as my father had died. It was at that point I became involved 

with alcohol, substance abuse and a life of crime including armed robbery, break and 

entering and manslaughter.  This was stuff I was subjected to as a child.  I would 

wait outside a store as my father robbed it. 

My total incarceration as an adult was seven years, and as a young offender I spent 

three years.  Since I have been released I have come a long way. I have had a child 

who is one year old and he was apprehended at six months old, and now the fight has 

begun again.   

 MM 
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Workers 

respect 

each other 

 

Recommendations 

Legislation enacted that 

every Native child has an 

Aboriginal Advocate. 

“Spirit of Collaboration” 

needed as method of practice, 

engaged in the community. 

 

Workers need to visit 

Native Organizations 

Kinship homes 

need to be funded. 

Mandatory Cultural 

Training & Orientation 

for all CAS workers 

Recognition 

that people 

change  

 


